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Elementor

Searching for the top best free elementor WordPress themes? If
so, stick with us and learn more about it.
You may know that pages are the important section of a website
because it gives your website an overall look and what it
stands for. A website is incomplete with all the sections and
pages. And these days drag and drop page builders are widely
popular. It has made the process of building pages much
easier. There are several page builders that you can use for
your website. Some of them are Elementor, Divi Builder,
SiteOrigin, WPBakery, Themify Builder, Brizy, and so on.
Among all of them, the most convenient and popular one is
Elementor. Let’s learn more about it:
What is Elementor?
Elementor is a drag & drop WordPress page builder plugin that
allows the user to easily create custom WordPress layouts. It
is an exclusive toolset that enables complete control over all
critical website components like headers, footers, menus, blog
posts, and other elements. Furthermore, it enhances the
website building experience by enabling the addition of
landing pages, popups, animations, and forms.
What’s more, it offers unlimited customization options through
simple drag and drop and more than 90 exceptional widgets.

Best Free Elementor WordPress Themes
I’m glad to share some of the astounding and best free
elementor WordPress themes that are currently out there on the
latest WordPress trends.

As amazing as these elementor themes are, they also have many
other advanced features. The Elementor drag & drop provides
the freedom to make the changes in the pages of the website.
You can tweak it the way you want. It provides you several
options to create or design the page you want.
Scroll down and I’m sure you’ll be amazed by the premium
quality of the designs.

Astra
Astra is a fast, fully customizable & beautiful best free
elementor WordPress theme suitable for blog, personal
portfolio, business website, and WooCommerce storefront. It is
very lightweight and offers unparalleled speed.
Built with SEO in mind, Astra comes with Schema.org code
integrated so that search engines will love your site. This
free elementor WordPress theme provides more than 100+ ready
to import Elementor demo sites for almost any type of website.

It offers unique features and templates, so it works perfectly
with all page builders like Elementor, Beaver Builder, Visual
Composer, SiteOrigin, Divi, etc. Are you looking for a perfect
free WordPress theme for elementor? Looking no further.
Astra is a fast, fully customizable, and WooCommerce ready
theme that you can use for building any kind of website!

Features of Astra:
Responsive Design
WooCommerce Compatible
SEO Friendly
Compatible with popular page builders such as Elementor,
Site Origin, and more.
Fast & Lightweight
Solid Rock security
Advertisement ready

BlueHost: Get a Hosting service starting at $3.95/mo

Arya Multipurpose Theme
Arya Multipurpose is a fast, clean, and modern-looking free
responsive multipurpose elementor theme for WordPress.
The theme works with any drag & drop page builder like
Elementor, Divi, Brizy, Visual Composer, etc., and is
compatible with all the major plugins, like WooCommerce,
Yoast, Contact Form 7, etc.

You can use it to build any type of website: shop, fashion
store, portfolio, business agency, corporate, education,
university portal, consulting, startup, restaurant, medical,
and so on. Arya Multipurpose a free elementor theme for
WordPress which is also SEO-friendly.

View Demo

Features of Arya Multipurpose Theme:
Fully Responsive
Fastest Page Load Time
SEO Base Built-In
Made for Elementor
Awesome Support
Regular Updates
BlueHost: Get a Hosting service starting at $3.95/mo

OceanWP
OceanWP is another perfect and best free elementor WordPress
theme for your project. Lightweight and highly extendable
facility will enable you to create almost any type of websites
such as a blog, portfolio, business website, and WooCommerce
storefront with a beautiful & professional design.
Very fast, responsive, RTL & translation ready, best SEO
practices, unique WooCommerce features to increase conversion,
and much more.

You can even edit the settings on tablet & mobile, so your
site looks good on every device. Work with the most popular
page builders as Elementor, Beaver Builder, Brizy, Visual
Composer, Divi, SiteOrigin, etc.
Developers will love his extensible codebase, making it a joy
to customize and extend the best friend of Elementor &
WooCommerce.
Are you looking for a Multi-Purpose and free elementor
WordPress theme? Look no further! OceanWP is the one.
View Demo

Features of OceanWP:
Fully Responsive
Fastest Page Load Time
eCommerce Ready

SEO Base Built-In
Translation & RTL Ready
Awesome Support
Hostgator: Get a Hosting service starting at $2.75/mo

Page Builder Framework
Page Builder Framework is a super-fast, lightweight, and
highly customizable top best free elementor WordPress theme.

It can be daunting to look for the perfect theme to pair with
the page builder you love.
Page Builder Framework is the only free WordPress theme that
has been specially created for Page Builders.
It has been written from the ground up with SEO in mind, is
100% Gutenberg compatible, and follows the latest web

standards.
It also Works with all page builders such as Elementor, Beaver
Builder, Visual Composer, SiteOrigin, Divi, Thrive, Architect,
Brizy, and more.
View Demo

Features of Page Builder Framework:
Made For Page Builders
Flexibility
SEO Friendly
WooCommerce Integration
GDPR Compliant
100% Mobile Responsive
Developer Friendly
Super Lightweight
BlueHost: Get a Hosting service starting at $3.95/mo

Zakra
Zakra is a flexible, fast, lightweight, and modern
multipurpose free WordPress theme for elementor that comes
with many starter-free sites (currently 10+ free starter sites
and more will be added later) that you can use to make your
site beautiful and professional.

Suitable for a personal blog, portfolio, WooCommerce stores,
business websites, and niche-based sites as well. Works with
Elementor plus other major page builders so you can create any
layout you want.
The theme is responsive, Gutenberg compatible, SEO friendly,
translation ready, and major WordPress plugins compatible.
View Demo

Features of Zakra:
Elementor Support
GDPR complaint
Primary color option
More header style
Responsive Design
Translation ready

Hostgator: Get a Hosting service starting at $2.75/mo

Deep
Deep is a free, SEO-optimized elegant WordPress theme designed
and developed, paying careful attention to detail, to bring
you a clean, modern, and crisp design with the kinds of useful
web elements that help make your website stand out from the
crowd.

It is suited for any type of business, company, financial
advisor, accountant, marketing, consulting, consulting firm,
trader, trading, finance, lawyer, or law firms, etc.
Multipurpose Business is also compatible and built using the
Free Version of Elementor Page Builder. Other than that, this
best free elementor WordPress theme is fast and easy to use.

View Demo

Features of Deep:
Header Builder
Made for Elementor
Responsive Design
Translation ready
Flexibility
SEO Friendly
BlueHost: Get a Hosting service starting at $3.95/mo

Kumle
Kumle is a simple, clean, and lightweight free multipurpose
WordPress theme for Elementor.
This Elementor compatible WordPress theme can be used to
develop any website you need. Furthermore, it is a fastloading theme with a 95% GTMetrix PageSpeed Score.

We have given the theme great page speed/load time and made it
fully SEO optimized. Due to the new editor, it’s a multipurpose theme; you can make any sort of business page or blog.
It works on every screen size and device; we have made sure
your new store looks fantastic everywhere.
View Demo

Features of Kumle:
Best theme for all type of website
Simple, clean, and Lightweight theme
Elementor page builder compatible
Speed Optimized theme
100% Responsive
Left or Right Side Bar Position
Numeric Pagination

Additional Footer Widgets
Hostgator: Get a Hosting service starting at $2.75/mo

ColorWay
The colorway is the one theme that you’ll ever need! It’s
lightning-fast, responsive, extremely lightweight, and
translation-ready.
With ColorWay, you can create a website for any kind of
business like e-commerce, restaurants, startups, online
agencies, small firms, freelancers, and more.

Also, with the integration of the ColorWay Sites Plugin, you
can get a key to numerous pre-built SEO-optimized website
templates that are ready to use in a single click.

So, you can create a web template using any of the site
builders or can go for the creatively designed pre-built
templates.
View Demo

Features of ColorWay:
Super Fast Performance
Ready To Import Websites
Customize Without Code
Colors & Typography
Regular Updates
Responsive Design
Hostgator: Get a Hosting service starting at $2.75/mo

Sydney
Sydney is a powerful WordPress Themes for Elementor theme that
provides a fast way for companies or freelancers to create an
awesome online presence.

As well as being fully compatible with Elementor, It brings
plenty of customization possibilities of access to all Google
Fonts, full-color control, layout control, logo upload, fullscreen slider, header image, sticky navigation, and much more.
It provides all the construction blocks you need to create an
engaging front page rapidly.
View Demo

Features of Sydney:
Compatible with Elementor
Google Fonts
Full-color control
Layout control
Logo upload
Full-screen slider
Sticky navigation

BlueHost: Get a Hosting service starting at $3.95/mo

GeneratePress
GeneratePress is a lightweight WordPress Themes for Elementor
built with a focus on speed and usability. Performance is
important to us, which is why a fresh while install adds less
than 15kb to your page size.

If you use page builders, GeneratePress is the right free
elementor WordPress theme for you. It is entirely compatible
with all major page builders, including Beaver Builder and
Elementor.
GeneratePress is fully responsive, uses valid HTML/CSS, and is
translated into over 25 languages by our amazing community of
users.

A few of our many features include microdata integration, 9
widget areas, 5 navigation locations, 5 sidebar layouts,
dropdown menus (click or hover), and navigation color presets.
View Demo

Features of GeneratePress:
Secure & Stable
less than 30KB
Top tier speeds
SEO optimized
Responsive Design
Made for Elementor
Hostgator: Get a Hosting service starting at $2.75/mo

Conclusion
With the page builders like Elementor, you can save days or
even weeks on creating the overall look of your site, as well
as get rid of all those hassle and headaches.
The above-mentioned themes are really great and you can choose
these free WordPress themes for elementor and create your
professional website now.
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